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Jennings All-Stars Present in
Jefferson City
The Jennings All-Stars and Jr. AllStars were honored in Jefferson City
for their outstanding performance in
this year’s Project Citizen Showcase.
Project Citizen teaches young people
about the importance of being
informed and active citizens and
encourages youth to develop and
advocate public policies to improve
communities.
The students from
Jennings High School won The Best
Deandre Gates, Trenton McCullin, & Candice
Hearing Award, for their presentation
Friend present at Project Citizen
of “Stop the Loose, Stop the Use,” a
policy designed to enforce existing plaws restricting the sale of loose
cigarettes. After investigating the frequency of loose cigarette sales in
Jennings, the students proposed a media campaign to raise awareness about
the issue, and presented a plan to increase the fines for violating the
ordinance. Billy Rucker, a member of the team said he “had no idea about the
prevalence of loose cigarette sales in Jennings.” Congratulations All-Stars.
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Over the course of the past school year, the kids in the Stars
and Heroes after school program have been working with
teacher Jeremy Resmann on a tobacco prevention media
literacy program. In the program the students are taught
skills to be more aware of the media messages that surround
them on a daily basis. In an effort to learn more about how
the media operates, specifically with the advertising of
tobacco, the kids created their own video productions with the
help of Mr. Resmann and the All-Stars. The kids wrote their
own public service announcement videos showing the harmful
effects of smoking tobacco and were given the opportunity to
produce the videos at KDHX TV studios.
Other creative
outlets the kids have used to voice their opinions have included
creating posters, dances, and songs to show their opinions of
smoking.
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Jennings Videos Selected
for National Video Contest
Two videos from Jennings have been selected to appear in the 2007 Images of Youth
Video Festival in Seattle, Washington. The videos that are appearing are “Wanted”
produced by George Goades, Jennifer Black, and Jamila Hutchins with Jeremy Resmann
in the Stars and Heroes After School Program. The second video accepted was
produced by Jennings All-Stars Trenton McCullin, Candice Friend, Penny Howard,
Deandre Gates, and Billy Rucker entitled “Stop the Loose, Stop the Use.” The videos
were recognized with a certificate for “Outstanding Video Production”, and the
winners will be judged at the festival in the end of April. Congratulations to all of
those involved in producing these great videos!
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WA YS TO P ROM OTE AD S A VVY TE ENS

1) Remind your teen that ads thrive on undermining self
confidence.
When you see and ad that cultivates the fear of being unattractive, or the fear of
seeming uncool, call it out. Discuss how the ad sponsor preys on viewers’ insecurity.
Talk to your teen about how ads try to sell and emotion aor a life style.

2) Encourage your teen to spot product placement.
Mixing media with advertising, marketers increasingly use video games, TV shows and
movies to build brand awareness. Next time you see a product on a TV show, tell your
teen that it was no accident.

3) Show your teen he/she can speak out against ads.
Encourage your teen to voice their own opinions through creative outlets such as
creating their own song, movie, or advertisement.

TIME FOR A CHANGE

Visit our website:

Each day, 2,000 Americans aged 12 to 17 become regular smokers. Why do they do it?
Public health officials place a lot of blame on the nation’s cigarette companies. And at
least four states are weighing whether to take legal action in an attempt to stop the
companies from making flavored cigarettes with names such as “Beach Breezer,” “Kuai
Kolada,” and “Twista Lime.” (ABC News).
“Right now I’m smoking Camel Exotic Blends, Mandarin Mints,” said one high school smoker. “They are almost
like candy. It appeals to kids.”

www.healthymissouri.net

New York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, along with his counterparts in at least three other states, is
preparing for a possible court case-accusing the makers of flavored cigarettes of targeting children.
“You got them addicted because they are attracted to this candy-flavored cigarette,” Spitzer said. “You have
them for the next 40 years.”
Although the master tobacco settlement prohibits cigarette advertisements, companies have simply come up
with new, more sophisticated - and sometimes subtle – methods to market to children.
Danny McGoldrick, research director for the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids says “it’s important to know
that they’re in it for the long haul, and they will find new and creative ways all the time to reach what they
know is their future market, which is our kids.”
-Adapted from Don Harris’ report on ABC News “World News Tonight”
The Youth Empowerment in Action program is funded by a grant from the Missouri Foundation for Health through the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

